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Abstract
Organic food quality determination needs multi-dimensional evaluation tools. The main focus is on the authentication
as an analytical verification of the certification process. New fingerprinting approaches such as ultra-performance liquid
chromatography–mass spectrometry, gas chromatography–mass spectrometry, direct analysis in real time–high-resolution
mass spectrometry as well as crystallization with and without the presence of additives seem to be promising methods in
terms of time of analysis and detecting organic system-related parameters. For further methodological development, a system
approach is recommended, which also takes into account food structure aspects. Furthermore, the authentication of processed
organic samples needs more consciousness, hence most of organic food is complex and processed.
c 2013 Society of Chemical Industry
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INTRODUCTION
Organic food quality and its production involve a consumer oriented approach having ethically relevant recognition. This
occurs through underlying paradigms,1 principles2 as well as a
regulatory framework.3 The quality characteristics of food are
expected by and/or acceptable to consumers following a total
food quality model.4 Melzer et al.5 structured these expected
properties in direct visible properties (e.g. shape, colour, size),
easily recognizable properties (e.g. flavour, taste, consistency)
and properties, which are less easily detected (such as nutritional
quality or sustainability). Regarding organic food, the term ‘vitality’
describing a food property seems to be important for some
consumers.6 Consumers generally expect a difference in organic
food quality compared to food from non-organic production.6,7
The differences are mainly identified in pesticide use (and residues),
type of fertilization, range of food additives, genetic manipulation
and selection of technologies. Consumers expect natural, healthy
organic food with less environmental impact and enhanced
animal welfare during production.6,7 Following the total food
quality model, as it is described for some food in general,4,8 the
quality of the food can be described with a multi-dimensional
approach8 to different food properties, e.g. as given by Melzer
et al.5 Kahl et al.,9,10 who described the organic food quality
model as being based on principles coming from various sources
(e.g. Codex 2010, EC 834/2007, national and private standards)
and a multi-dimensional approach for evaluation, using aspects,
criteria, indicators and parameters.9 Based on this, methods for
the analysis of criteria-linked parameters can be selected or
need to be developed. McGorrin11 described these kinds of
parameters as tools for different actions in food science and
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production. These fields of application of methods are new
product development, quality control, regulatory enforcement
and problem-solving. Cifuentes12 gave an overview on different
approaches and future developments in food analysis using
laboratory methods mainly concentrated on the detection and
quantitation of food constituents, where methods, parameters
and targets of analyses are structured and evaluated according
to the different actions.11 The FAO13 summarizes methodological
approaches measuring food energy. Moreover, approaches in food
authentication (including the method of farming) with a focus on
traceability are described.14
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However, one of the major questions is whether and to what
extent organic food is different from food from non-organic
production and what parameters can be used to determine any
difference. Unfortunately, several recently published reviews on
this issue do not give a clear picture. Whereas some antioxidants
(such as polyphenols) show the statistical probability to be
higher in fruits and vegetables from organic produce15 than
in conventionally produced ones, major food constituents seem
not to display different levels.16,17 For example, milk and dairy
products may show some higher content of selected unsaturated
fatty acids,18 probably depending on feeding strategies, but
grain samples originating from different agricultural practices
cannot be distinguished according to parameters such as amino
acids or selected antioxidants.19 – 21 This would mean that other
influencing factors may play some role if a proper distinction is
envisaged. Other reports give some indication of differences,
such as those based on protein composition,22 variables of
crystallization23 and carotenoids24 or on sensory attributes.25
In general, targeted and non-targeted methods of analysis
are applied to organic food authentication but still need further
research investigations.26 A wide range of techniques and methods exist to determine food quality regarding different targets:
single compounds or even compound classes such as nutrients
like proteins, sugars, vitamins, health-promoting compounds such
as polyphenols, or, on the other hand, toxins (e.g. mycotoxins),
residues and, finally, criteria like energy, rheological properties (e.g.
texture and structure) as well as sensory properties. For example,
descriptions and protocols of these methods for food analysis can
be found in CCMAS documents27 or in various scientific textbooks
and journals such as Trends in Food Science, Trends in Analytic Chemistry, Food Analytical Methods, Food Quality and Preferences, and
are further discussed in status quo reports.26 Until now, there has
been no satisfactory review of methods applied to organic food
quality determination. Therefore, it is the aim of this paper to give
a status quo report on technologies and analysis methods used to
find answers to the various questions related to the field of organic
food. Most of the reported findings were presented within the Second International Conference on Organic Food Quality and Health
Research in Warsaw, June 2013. Based on the discussion during this
conference, gaps and future research challenges were identified.

ORGANIC FOOD QUALITY DETERMINATION
The model of organic food quality given by Kahl et al.9 identifies
several criteria describing organic food. The product-related
criteria will be followed in this article, whereas the processrelated criteria are discussed elsewhere.28 There are criteria already
linked to indicators and parameters such as nutrition, health and
enjoyment (sensory attributes), although new parameters can be
added. Other criteria such as organic integrity, vital qualities and
true nature are not linked to parameters and therefore techniques
or methods for determination are scarce.29 Regarding quality
control and regulatory enforcement, methods for organic food
authentication as well as for detection of residues with a focus
on metabolites are needed.26 New product development, aiming
at organic processing, also requires food quality determination
in relation to the organic food quality model, with a focus on
parameter/method development.9,29
In the last decade, public interest in the production technologies
of foods has increased. This aspect has an impact on the
sensory properties of foods, their nutritional value and safety.
This development, in turn, has boosted organic food production.
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Due to higher production costs, organic produce tends to retail at
a higher price than their non-organic counterparts. However, as a
consequence of the premium price, organic produce is susceptible
to fraud. Analytical verification of organic food quality parameters
based on intrinsic markers would be useful in complementing
and underpinning a certification process. However, such an aim
requires more than a simple analytical test. Traditional analytical
strategies for guaranteeing the quality and uncovering any
adulteration are usually based on the determination of the levels
of selected marker compounds and a subsequent comparison
of the value(s) obtained with those established for equivalent
conventional material. The authentication of organic produce
is a complex approach and very much depends on the product
examined. Therefore, it is rather unlikely that a single marker allows
the discrimination between organic and conventional produce.
More and more fingerprinting approaches have been developed,
which take into account a range of intrinsic (naturally present)
components, in combination with advanced chemometrics. The
various techniques have been illustrated with exemplary studies
and have been discussed in view of their potential and limitations
by Capuano et al.26
Fingerprinting strategies are a more comprehensive method for
the characterization of the metabolome, a set of low-molecularweight (<1500 Da) primary and secondary metabolites occurring
in food commodities. In general terms, it is assumed that not only
the genotype of particular living organisms but also the external
factors such as the method of farming may influence characteristic
metabolome compositions. High-resolution mass spectrometry
coupled with ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC)
and/or gas chromatography (GC) represent challenging analytical
tool options. To avoid adverse effects caused by some matrix
components, minimal or no sample preparation is required prior
to instrumental measurement. These requirements are met, for
instance, by the solid-phase micro-extraction (SPME) sampling
technique coupled to GC–MS: a volatile metabolite fingerprint
is collected in a sample headspace. Similarly, ambient mass
spectrometry (AMS) offers a relevant solution in metabolomics
studies. In AMS a unique ionization source, direct analysis in real
time (DART), coupled with high-resolution mass spectrometer (HRMS), is employed for fast metabolomic fingerprinting/profiling.
Several case studies have demonstrated the potential of these
novel approaches in examining the origins of food.30 It should
be noted that instead of target analysis of individual ‘quality
markers’, metabolomic research is preferably based on non-target
analysis; the identification of all compounds occurring in sample
metabolome is not necessarily needed in the first phase; the entire
data set consisting of instrumental sample ‘signals’ is classified by
advanced chemometric techniques.
Kahl et al.31 discussed validation strategies for several new
approaches applied to organic food quality determination.
Most of these new methods, including fluorescence excitation
spectroscopy (FES),32 biocrystallization33,34 and Steigbild35 could
be documented and standardized for several food classes, but still
lack a theoretical background. Methodological quality parameters
such as repeatability or robustness were tested, but reproducibility
tests cannot be performed because reference material is still
missing.31
In contrast to well-known near-infrared (NIR) methods, the
excitation and emission of the FES method use the visible range
of the optical spectrum and the delay between excitation and
emission (‘delayed luminescence’).32 Optical excitation is carried
out for a defined time and at constant illumination intensity made
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by a 150 W (24 V) tungsten halogen bulb. Spectral sections
are filtered out by coloured standard glass filters. The total
light emitted by the sample is subsequently measured using
photomultipliers (EMI 9202 and PerkinElmer CP1962) after the end
of excitation. The measurements have been applied to wheat and
carrot authentication. Relevant parameters considered were the
different luminescence after excitation with yellow or white light
and the yellow/blue ratio.

NEW APPROACHES IN FOOD QUALITY
ANALYSIS APPLIED TO ORGANIC SAMPLES
Several new techniques, methods and principles were presented
during the conference. It seems that these approaches may be
applied to food quality analysis in general, and are not limited
to products of organic origin. However, most of them need
further effort put into method development, standardization and
theoretical underpinning.
During recent years, metabolomics, which is centred around
the detection of the broadest possible range of small molecules
in complex biological matrices using a single or small number of
analyses, has also emerged as a field of interest in food analysis.36
Several approaches relating to different aims can be employed
in a metabolome study: (i) metabolite target analysis (search for
a specific metabolite in a metabolic pathway); (ii) metabolite
profiling (study of a group of related compounds or metabolites
in specific metabolic pathways); (iii) metabolomics (analysis of
all metabolites present in the sample – a comprehensive
‘snapshot’ of metabolism at a particular point in time); and
(iv) metabolic fingerprinting (rapid, global analysis aimed at
identification of sufficient metabolites enabling one to classify
unknown samples into identifiable groups – identification of
patterns.37 It should be noted that metabolome analysis is a
rather difficult task (metabolites unavoidably differ widely in
structure, functional groups, physicochemical properties and
concentrations) that requires not only sophisticated instrumental
equipment enabling various applications but also highly qualified
personnel designing experimental conditions and data evaluation.
Chromatography coupled to MS is probably among the most
common instrumental methods.38 In addition to procedures in
which separation of sample components is included, a novel
MS-based approach allowing the omission of chromatographic
separation of sample components has also been introduced.
Among ambient ionization techniques DART HR-MS represents
the most challenging option since minimum sample preparation is
required; moreover, standardization of ‘fingerprints’ (mass spectra
of respective samples) and thus building of sample databases is
more feasible. HR-MS also facilitates the identification of many
compounds occurring in samples. DART’s relative insensitivity to
contamination and the lack of carry-over between samples make
it possible to analyse many materials. In this way, the workload is
reduced while analysis speed is significantly increased.39
A new approach to quality analysis based on the evaporation of
droplets40,41 has been successfully tested for the quality analysis
of wheat seeds.42 The experimental design applied consists of
the evaporation of sessile droplets of a solution prepared from
the sample in question placed on microscope slides; taking
photographs of the droplet residues under an optical microscope;
detailed description of the structures formed during solvent
evaporation; and, finally, computer-based image analysis.42 The
findings archived up to now indicate that the evaporation of
sessile droplets might constitute an interesting tool for quality
J Sci Food Agric (2014)
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analysis of foods and agricultural products. Moreover, this simple
approach might contribute to a better understanding of the
underlying phenomenon involved in evaporation-induced pattern
formation.43,44
This kind of testing of food samples by crystallization is more
or less comparable with the biocrystallization method.45 – 47 The
method has been applied to milk,47 raw and processed carrots34,48
and wheat samples,24 and seems to link a systemic approach to
food quality. It uses a complex system as an indicator for systemic
properties of food samples in an aqueous solution. The results
obtained are patterns that then can be evaluated by different
methods. The concept behind the pattern formation is based on
structure formation related to physics, chemistry and biology.
Structure formation can be explained by different concepts:
entropy export, dissipative structure and, with some limitations,
self-organization. A dissipative system creates an ordered structure
while emitting heat. The precondition for a dissipative structure
is an entropy exporting system in self-organization processes.
The applied crystallization is not an ordinary bulk crystallization
but a highly dynamic process called dendritic growth. It starts
with a chaotic, self-amplifying process which is limited by heat
and CuCl2 transport, and builds a tree-like structure (the pattern).
Crystallization is a dissipative process. The overall design is entropy
exporting due to the evaporation of water in the CuCl2 solution. An
additive (in this case a complex food sample in the form of a juice
or an extract) modulates the branching and growth behaviour of
the dendritic process.

MAIN DISCOVERIES IN LABORATORY
METHODS APPLIED TO ORGANIC FOOD
QUALITY DETERMINATION
The different methods can be clustered into three different
approaches: (i) a wide range of non-target chemical and physical
fingerprinting methods used for organic food authentication;26
the newly described fluorescence excitation spectroscopy seems
to be part of this group of methods; (ii) analytical techniques
used for the identification of biomarkers (profiling of compounds
and compound classes), also allowing one to examine factors
influenced by processing and applied to the entire organic food
chain;26 (iii) a new approach – testing the effect of the sample
on crystallization systems either in the presence of an inorganic
salt or during evaporation of the watery phase. For all three
different approaches, a combination of laboratory techniques and
chemometric tools seems to be essential, because large amounts
of data have to be analysed.

IDENTIFIED GAPS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
CHALLENGES IN ORGANIC FOOD QUALITY
DETERMINATION
Cifuentes12 identified several new areas where the development
of techniques and methods for food quality analysis is challenging.
Among these, nano-materials, allergens and epigenomics can be
named as examples. Nano-materials and allergens are currently
under scientific investigation, also in the context of organic
food.49,50 Epigenomics is considered as an interesting new tool
supporting product development and quality control of organic
food, as this approach may be related to terms such as organic
integrity and true nature. Furthermore, matrix effects and the
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structure of parts and food samples seem to pose another research
challenge. Also, these properties may be considered in terms of
organic food product development. Regulatory reinforcement
in terms of describing properties like vital qualities also needs
further development of applicable parameters.29 Importantly,
new approaches such as systems biology and the levels of
molecules, cells and organisms, as well as the optimization
of the different ‘omics’ approaches, are identified as future
methodological requirements for the characterization of organic
food (for general criteria see Cifuentes).12 A major gap in organic
food authentication is due to the fact that reliable methods are
needed for tracing back processed foods; hence 80% of the organic
food available on the market is processed. In this context, not only
techniques for quality assessment are needed, but also further
specification within regulations (e.g. the use of nano-materials,
specification of processing technologies) are of importance. From
a holistic viewpoint, the interpretation of the obtained results, e.g.
related to the physiology of the plant or impact on the consumer, is
essential. This needs some well-defined meaning which has to be
substantiated by scientific evidence. Taking the systemic approach
in using laboratory methods as one of the newest innovations, the
crystallization approach definitely needs some further scientific
underpinning and validation. One of the main problems and most
urgent questions relates to the validation of chemometric tools
used to perform the laboratory techniques.
Therefore standard protocols for all multivariate methods
regarding the authentication of raw materials need to be
developed and verified in situ. The limitations of various
approaches have to be clearly identified and discussed regarding
their application in routine analysis. This is valid for non-target
as well as for target analysis methods. Target methods require
a multidisciplinary approach to understand and to interpret the
results in terms of sample quality, treatments or effects. One of the
major future research challenges is the application of a systemic
approach in developing new food quality testing methods.
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